This theoretical paper deals with a comparison of the structure and content of primary and secondary thought processes. While secondary processes (cognitive thinking) are effectively dealt with and taught in schools, there is little or no relating to the primary processes (affective thinking). This is due in part to teachers' own difficulties in handling the cognitive domain in their interactions. Primary and secondary processes are seen to have seven structural aspects: (1) Weight - secondary process thought is light while primary process thought is heavy; (2) Pathways - unlike secondary processes, primary processes are neither logical, clear, nor obviously related; (3) Time and Space - primary processes have little regard for the laws of nature while secondary processes are bound largely by them; (4) Operational Dialect - relationships that are acceptable to primary process thinking are impossible in secondary process thinking; (5) Sources of Energy - whereas primary process requires inputs and outlets to keep inner tensions in balance, secondary process seeks linkages; (6) Morality - the 'rightness' of emotional thinking is guided by the pleasure-pain principle as contrasted to the reality principle in intellectual thinking; and (7) Historical Antecedents - primary processes are part of the oldest neurological structures, whereas secondary processes obtain data from the sense organs. This metaphorical discussion should help teachers and parents to understand behavior which exceeds rational understanding. (Author/NG)
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Two of the unique qualities of our species are our ability to think and our ability to think about our thinking. The first quality is usually conceptualized in some cognitive or Piagetian model. The second quality is inferred in an ego structure which enables us to respond to ourselves and our sensible, insensible and nonsensical behaviors. Most formal educational institutions are concerned with improving the quality and effectiveness of our thinking through cognitive means. Only rarely does one encounter formal or informal educational processes aimed at improving our thinking about thinking.

Cognitive development is manageable, measurable and can be corralled into disciplines or fields of study. Emotional development lacks structure, specificity and a conceptual basis for measurement except when one becomes mentally ill or disordered. In effect we have had to minimize emotional thinking as a legitimate thought process for development in educational institutions primarily because it appears to be cognitively unmanageable. Consequently we have been inordinately unsuccessful in spelling out the idea of ego structure as the administrator of cognitive and emotional thinking processes and most importantly as the integrator of these two processes in the growth and development of effective adults.

Undoubtedly when learning is seen as keeping one's nose
To the grindstone, it is far better to be hard nosed. Being hard nosed, one defines an area of study and knowledge and applies one's cognitive skills and abilities to its mastery. Such an orientation is tough, comprehensive and product oriented. Moreover, the end result of such hard-nosed activity is measureable in educational and in hard-nosed economic terms.

It is on behalf of myself and some of my soft-nosed colleagues that I would like to suggest some possibilities for thinking about emotional thinking in the education of children.

My text in this minor sermon is taken from (Who else?) Freud and his 1911 essay on mental mechanisms. It goes this way, "Education can, without further hesitation, be described as an incitement to the conquest of the pleasure principle and to its replacement by the reality principle . . . . Actually the substitution of the reality principle for the pleasure principle denotes no dethronement of the pleasure principle but only a safeguarding of it." (4)

Or let me get at the same thought by a contemporary of Freud working in another field. "Impulse is primary and intelligence is secondary and in some sense derivative. There should be no blinking of this fact. But recognition of it as a fact exalts intelligence. For thought is not the slave of impulse to do its bidding . . . . What intelligence has to do in the service of impulse is to act not as its obedient servant, but as its clarifier and liberator . . . . Intelligence converts desire into plans." (2)
These two gentlemen are separating and relating two distinct structural components of thinking. Let us designate emotional, impulsive, pleasure-principled thinking as primary process and rational, reality-guided thinking as secondary process. Primary process is phylogenetically earlier and perhaps more puzzling since "knowing" it comes through secondary process. Yet both processes are self-sufficient in their transformations, are self-regulating and operate on their own unique kind of inner sense. Whereas I will be presenting the unique transformational and self-regulatory properties of emotional and rational thinking as separate structures, other transformational and self-regulatory properties apply to their organismic interaction.

The first step in bringing primary process into the school arena as a tangible and legitimate concept is to define its structure in much the same manner as many have attempted to do with secondary process. Inherent in the Stanford-Binet, Wechsler or Tests of Primary Mental Abilities are specific structures the mastery of which results in good secondary processing. For the PMA these would be verbal comprehension, word fluency, number ability, spatial visualization, associative memory, perceptual speed and reasoning. Guilford structured the intellect into a cube with operation factors (cognition, memory, divergent thinking) on one side; product factors (involving units, classes, relations, systems) on another; and content factors (figural, symbolic, semantic or behavioral) on the third side, all interacting into a multiplicity of
combinations. (8) The Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities attempts to measure 12 structures such as auditory reception, visual reception, visual closure, visual sequential memory, auditory sequential memory, etc.

What I have attempted to do for primary process in the following section falls far short of these examples in secondary process. I have selected several structures which I feel can be helpful to the non-sophisticated teacher and parent in understanding the differences and integrative relationships between emotional and intellectual thinking. Since these differences are presented in secondary process terms, I and some colleagues have attempted to communicate the same conceptual notions visually from a primary process viewpoint.

For example, the first structure attempts to compare and integrate the "heaviness" of primary processes with the twinkles toes nimbleness of secondary process. We tried to construct "heaviness" as a feeling concept. Here (Slide 1) we have our notion of heaviness and its structural partner, the light-footed dancer. The more powerful primary process will cover the canvas in color, being more energized and persuasive. Secondary process will, in comparison, be somewhat pale, transparent and reedy.

In developing these concepts I have, of course, borrowed freely from Freud, Jung, Rapoport, Hartmann, Fließ, Lowenstein and others. In this comparative, integrative task, I have chosen seven distinctive but overlapping structures. These are 1) Weight, 2) Pathways, 3) Time and Space, 4) Operational Dialectic, 5) Sources of Energy, 6) Morality, 7) Historical antecedents.
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PROCESS STRUCTURES CONTRASTED

1) Weight

An emotionally disturbed boy confided to me, "My problem is I'm always sad and blue. Even when they told me I could go home, I couldn't shake it. I'm blue when I go to bed and I'm blue when I get up." This was an otherwise healthy, handsome lad of good intelligence with an unfortunate early life. His perception of himself and his world were weighted by heavy, ponderous and relatively immovable symbols. No amount of reason, reassurance and retrospection could shake his mood. For comparison take the average person who watches the 11:00 o'clock news, is somewhat depressed by bedtime but wakes up optimistic and ready for a new day. However obtained, primary process thoughts have a momentum like a heavily weighted freight train without brakes moving down an incline. It is difficult to slow, stop or reroute.

On the other hand, secondary process thought is light, airy, and fantastically nimble. Koestler points out the meaning and relationship of this dimension in the characteristically human, healthy response of laughter. A good story teller can move your emotion-intellect down a track, then surprisingly and suddenly switch direction via secondary process thought (the punch line). Primary process, massive and lumpy, moves on unchanged and is discharged in a normal convulsion called laughter.

Since much of our childhood experience is processed symbolically in the primary modality it is crucial that the weight of such thinking not be too heavy or too ponderous. T'is a
CONSUMMATION DEVOUTLY TO BE WISHED SINCE MANY CHILDREN HAVE NO
CHOICE BUT TO MANAGE THEIR EARLY EXPERIENCE IN HEAVILY WEIGHTED
PRIMARY PROCESS. CHILDREN DO HAVE SOME EXITS AVAILABLE, SUCH AS
THE DISCHARGE OPPORTUNITIES OF IMAGINATIVE PLAY, GAMES, LAUGHTER,
TEARS, AND LEGITIMATE RECOGNITION OF FEELINGS. Thus the heavy,
ponderous momentum of primary process and the light, flexible
secondary process proceed locked together down the track. The
magic which both psychoanalysis and education have been looking
for is how to help secondary process gain access to primary
process to reduce or redirect the load.

2. Pathways (Slide 2)

It is characteristic of people to think of thinking
as an orderly procession of symbols as in a well constructed
sentence. Primary process is not this at all. Here we have a
circular, swooping, up, down and around process, moving like
paper in a whirlwind or, as a colleague suggested, a mess of
spaghetti flying into space. Emotional thought as understood
by secondary process (which all of this is) likes to be vague,
indeterminate, and never get to the point. Secondary process
strives to be clear, straight, connected, related and under-
stood. It has an accepted, consensually validated structure
known as language and a more concise, inner validated s- tructure
known as mathematics. All primary process has as model are
schizophrenic thinking, normal dreams, the effects of good
poetry and music.
Not all meaningful communication is straight and connected. Children and youth seek the swooping, swerving, squalling sounds of tones, harmonics and rhythms and seemingly feel better for it. It is possible that human oral communication originated as chants or sing-song rhythms as evident in many present-day languages. Music is perhaps the inner ear of primary processes, as language is the outer ear of secondary process. It is evident from the behavior of children and adolescents that periodic doses of tones, rhythms, and harmonies are necessary ingredients for primary process thinking.

3. Time and Space

Primary process has little regard for the physical laws of nature. Dreams are replete with examples of the repeal of such laws. Space and Time as we know them in our waking state do not apply to our dream world.

The individual whose behavior is being guided by primary process without significant attachment to secondary process may injure himself or others by confusing inner and outer space-time. The young man who stepped off a fourteen-story building and expected to float or fly to earth was in for a rough letdown. The admonition -- "He should have stood in bed" -- was exactly right.

Nature has contrived a somewhat helpful ruse by encouraging a significant portion of primary process activities to take place in bed and in deep sleep. The period of sleep characterized by dream activity (often called REM sleep) produces increased activity in most metabolic activities such as
Breathing, heartbeat, endocrine flow, and inner eye perception. But what does not seem to change is muscle tone. At the onset of dreams head and neck muscles especially show a marked decrease in tonus. This phenomenon is so much related to the onset of dreaming that monitoring the tone of the muscle under the chin has been used as a REM alarm clock. (4, 8)

Man's ability to conceptualize time-space with symbols gave her/him the wherewithal to test out and judge behavior without behaving. This is a kind of regulatory magic which secondary process permits us in our use of symbols and which primary process abhors. That is, as Dewey pointed out, "we perform experiments by means of symbols which have results which are themselves symbolized and which do not therefore commit us to actual or existential consequences. If a man starts a fire or insults a rival, effects follow. . . . But if he rehearses the act in symbols in privacy, he can anticipate and appreciate its result." (5)

Yet there are times when we wish to shuck the burden of checking consequences and be relatively free to dream and fantasize in the waking state. When the child is able to differentiate himself and the concept of "as if", play becomes an arena of action in which behavior and consequences can be tested out safely in primary process terms. The child plays with the seriousness of a working surgeon only because he has
SUFFICIENT EGO DEVELOPMENT TO SEPARATE SELF AND HIS ACTIONS FROM THE REAL WORLD. TO BE CONTINUALLY WEDDED TO BEHAVIOR AND ITS CONSEQUENCES WHETHER IN THOUGHT AND/OR ACTION IS TO TIE ONE TO A PHYSICAL WORLD WITH CHAINS AND ARMOR. SO THE WRITER, MUSICIAN, ARTIST OR ATHLETE WHO HAS SUCCEEDED IN SAFEGUARDING THE FREEDOM OF HIS PRIMARY PROCESS CAN ALLOW IT TO PURSUE THE PLAYFUL PLEASURES OF THE UNREAL AND IMAGINARY. AS ADMINISTRATOR, THE EGO MUST MAINTAIN A HEALTHY BALANCE BETWEEN THE REAL AND THE IMAGINED. UNRELIEVED REALITY WOULD LAY THE ONUS OF DAY-TO-DAY LIVING TOO HEAVILY ON THE INDIVIDUAL. CONVERSELY, IMAGINATIVE PLAY AND FANTASY WITHOUT END WOULD REQUIRE LIVING PERPETUALLY IN AN "AS IF" WORLD.

4. OPERATIONAL DIALECTIC

WHAT PRIMARY PROCESS CONSIDERS RELATED ARE OBJECTS, EVENTS OR FEELINGS WHICH MAY OCCUR TOGETHER (AS IN TIME OR SPACE) BUT WHICH MAY NOT NECESSARILY BE MEANINGFUL OR SIGNIFICANT TO SECONDARY PROCESS. SECONDARY PROCESS STRIVES MIGHTILY TO SEPARATE, DISTINGUISH AND BE CLEAR ABOUT MEANING THROUGH LANGUAGE, MATHEMATICS AND IMAGES. YET WHEN ONE "KILLS ONE WITH KINDNESS" SECONDARY PROCESS CAN ONLY UNDERSTAND IT AS IMPOSSIBLE. YET THE DIALECTICS OF SUCH THINKING MUST BE MADE LEGITIMATE TO SECONDARY PROCESS SINCE HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS ARE RARELY GUIDED BY CLEAR AND SEPARABLE MEANING. CERTAINLY ONE CAN HATE WITH LITTLE LOVE AND LOVE WITHOUT HATE BUT WE CAN ALSO DO BOTH AT THE SAME TIME. REVERSING THE PERCEPTION WE NOTE THAT PRIMARY PROCESS CAN REPRESENT OPPOSITE MEANING BY THE SAME SYMBOL. PRIMARY PROCESS CAN ALSO AFFIX THE SAME MEANING TO TWO OPPOSITE SYMBOLS. ONE CAN JUMP INTO A LAKE AND BE BURNED ALIVE. OR
ONE CAN JUMP UP AND FALL DOWN AT THE SAME TIME.

5. Sources of energy

Primary process seeks a balance between inputs and discharges of energy. The administrator ego seeks effective regulatory mechanisms by which feelings can be released at the flood and be supplied exciting inputs at the ebb. Primary process is just as uncomfortable with boredom and significant reductions in sensory stimulation as it is with trauma and emotional overloads. Children need the roller coaster and the wild rides as well as the socially learned outlets of tears, laughter, play, work, music, hiking, and interpersonal relationships.

Work, play, love, laughter and tears are the major healthy outlets for emotional energies. Yet the quality of laughter can range from the bland, inner giggle of the psychotic to the hysterical laughter of the tickled. Sexual encounters can be momentary escapades or part of a caring, fully functioning interpersonal relationship. Work can be liberating and creative as well as deadly dull.

Whereas primary process requires inputs and outlets to keep inner tensions in balance, secondary process seeks linkages or connections in logic, language and reality. The energy of secondary process is directed toward concepts of induction and deduction on the basis of clearly enunciated and specified scientific principles. Such activity on the part of secondary process is in the service of reality testing expressed by G. B. Shaw as "being able to choose the line of greatest advantage instead of yielding in the direction of least resistance."
6. Morality

The "rightness" of emotional thinking is guided by the pleasure-pain principle as contrasted to the reality-principle in intellectual thinking. Undoubtedly both principles operate to preserve and enhance the individual in his adaptive development. And as Freud points out the development of the reality principle may be considered an adaptive process by the pleasure principle to preserve and enhance its own processes.

The pleasure-pain principle acts as it is named -- seeking pleasure and avoiding pain. It knows of no No's, no right or wrong, no good or bad. It is characteristically childish in wanting objects and relationships which serve its pleasures. As the organism grows the pleasure principle serves less and less ably as a guide to self-preservation. One must learn to survive in the real world. To do this, clear and valid object relations must be developed, sensory-motor skills integrated as well as the internalization of principles of conduct as mediated by parental figures. When these skills have been acquired, the linkages of the pleasure and reality principles are strengthened so that it is now possible for a child to feel good about doing good. This applies to pride in accomplishment as well as satisfaction in developmental tasks.

The successful protection and integration of the pleasure principle into the reality principle is a function of the child's experience with human objects. In the family and in play the child seeks clear boundaries between fantasy and reality. To the extent to which all our realities are somewhat distorted and all our fantasies are reality-based, this is difficult to
ACHIEVE. HOWEVER, WHEN THESE DIFFERENTIATIONS NEVER CLEARLY EMERGE FOR THE GROWING CHILD, HIS MORALITY MAY CONTINUE TO BE LARGE GULPS OF PRIMARY PROCESS PLEASURE. A CHILD MAY FIND GREAT FUN IN SOLITARY OR SIDE BY SIDE PLAY WITH OTHER CHILDREN. BUT WITH THE ADVENT OF THE FIRST RELATIONSHIP AS IN TAKING TURNS OR LATER WHEN PLAY IS INCORPORATED INTO GAMES, PASSION MUST BEGIN TO ACCEPT RULES. GAMES IMPOSE INITIAL TESTING CONCEPTS OF MORALITY BY PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES TO CONTROL AND CHANNEL IMPULSES AND TO DO SO IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE HIGHEST PRINCIPLE OF BEHAVIOR -- FAIR PLAY.

7. HISTORICALANTECEDENTS

PRIMARY PROCESSES ARE PHYLOGENETICALLY ANCIENT AND EMBEDDED IN OUR OLDEST BRAIN AND NEUROLOGICAL STRUCTURES. THEY ARE THE STUFF OF WHICH DREAMS ARE MADE BY WITHIN-PERSON HISTORICAL GUIDELINES. SECONDARY PROCESS IS A RELATIVELY LATECOMER TO THE PHYLOGENETIC SCENE. IT OBTAINS ITS DATA THROUGH SENSE ORGANS WHICH HELP THE ORGANISM TO KNOW THE EXTERNAL WORLD AND BE MORE ADAPTIVE TO IT. INFORMATION PROCESSED BY SECONDARY PROCESS IS UTILIZED BY PRIMARY PROCESS IN CREATING DREAMS. WHILE THESE TWO PROCESSES MAY HAVE DEVELOPED AT DIFFERENT TIMES FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES, THEY APPARENTLY STRIVE TO CONNECT THE INNER AND OUTER WORLDS TO PRODUCE ADAPTIVE AND HEALTHY BEHAVIOR.

IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION

I HAVE FOUND THESE METAPHORS FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY PROCESSES USEFUL IN ASSISTING TEACHERS AND PARENTS TO UNDERSTAND BEHAVIORS WHICH EXCEED RATIONAL UNDERSTANDING. THE HEAVY-NIMBLE COMPARISON IN THE WEIGHT DIMENSION HAS BEEN HELPFUL IN PERSUADING
TEACHERS THAT LAUGHTER IS A WORTHWHILE GOAL FOR SOME STUDENTS AND THAT PUNNING, ALONG WITH EVOKING SOME TERRIBLE GROANS, CAN LIGHTEN THE LOAD ON SYMBOLS BY DEMONSTRATING THAT WORDS CAN BE PLAYED WITH. THE FACT THAT EMOTIONAL THINKING CIRCLES AND SWOOPS, LIKE STRANDS IN A FLYING GLOB OF SPAGHETTI HELPS PARENTS UNDERSTAND THAT THE RESOLUTION OF EMOTIONAL CONFLICTS IS NOT AN ACT OF SCIENTIFIC LOGIC. BUT MORE THAN MODELS FOR UNDERSTANDING, THE SCHEMA REPRESENTED IN THESE COMPARISONS IS INTENDED TO MAKE CLEAR WHAT FREUD AND DEWEY STATED EARLIER -- THAT IN EDUCATION WE ARE ATTEMPTING TO ENHANCE TWO DIFFERENT THOUGHT PROCESSES SO THAT EACH IS SAFEGUARDED IN ITS OWN DOMAIN AND CAN PROVIDE FREER AND MORE OPEN ACCESS ROADS TO THE OTHER.

MANY YEARS AGO RUTH BENEDICT DESCRIBED CONTINUITIES AND DISCONTINUITIES IN OUR CULTURE CITING FOR EXAMPLE RAPID SHIFTS FROM NON-RESPONSIBLE TO RESPONSIBLE STATUS ROLES, SHIFTS FROM SUBMISSIVE TO DOMINANT RELATIONSHIPS AND FROM NON-SEXUAL TO SEXUAL ROLES. HER POINT WAS THAT MOST CULTURES FURNISH SUPPORTS TO CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS AS THEY ATTEMPT TO MEDIATE THESE CHANGES. OUR CULTURE DOES LITTLE IN THIS REGARD. A CHILD PROCEEDS SOMewhat MECHANICALLY FROM A FAMILY SETTING TO A PEER PLAY SETTING TO A SCHOOL SETTING WITH THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE SKILLS AND COMPETENCES MEDIATED BY EACH OF THESE INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS HAVE BEEN ACQUIRED. FOR MANY CHILDREN WHO ARRIVE AT THE DOORS OF THE SCHOOL THE CONTROL AND INTEGRATION OF IMPULSIVE THINKING WITH REALITY-BASED THINKING IS STILL A PROBLEM. THEY ENTER SCHOOL STILL SEEKING THE PREREQUISITE SKILLS FOR LEARNING -- SUPPORTIVE ADULTS, COMFORT AND ENJOYMENT IN PLAY AND IMAGINATION AND A PLEASURE PRINCIPLE WHICH IS REWARDED BY
MEETING DEVELOPMENTAL TASKS.

It is possible that greater strides can be made in realizing the cognitive-affective growth of children by eliminating the discontinuities in children's institutions and allowing them to move ahead and backwards by combining family, play, and cognitive functions in institutions which are flexible and integrative in these functions. Such Parent-Child Learning centers would provide opportunities for children to relate to mediative adults, to play and to play games, and to attempt academic tasks when motivated and ready. Moreover, it would permit children to slip back at any point in their development and not fail in their journey.

Many children and adolescents who have come through our institutions are aware of their educational deficiencies. Many feel short-changed in their emotional learnings. Indeed, many observers agree with Heath that what we are witnessing in the multitude of affective education programs is a diffuse, gutsy reaction to excessive academicism, the irrationality of the Viet Nam War, the drive for racial injustice, evidences of institutional corruption, and consciousness raising via Maharishi, Mantra or Marihuana. Perhaps in response to those who see little humanism and rationality in those who espouse secondary processes, we have tilted precariously toward affective endeavors such as humanistic education, confluent education, encounter groups, personal growth groups, interpersonal skills workshops, existential meditation, Yoga, and Zen Buddhism. Some of these programs and processes are well conceived and developed to move primary and secondary processes together. Some lack clear
SECONDARY PROCESS GOALS WHILE OTHERS SUGGEST SUCH LACKS ARE ONLY IN THE MIND OF SECONDARY PROCESS PEOPLE. OTHERS SUGGEST IT IS SUFFICIENT FOR STUDENTS TO BE INVOLVED, TO COMMUNICATE, TO EXPRESS FEELINGS AND BE WITH IT. THE NASTY PUT-DOWN IN AN ENCOUNTER GROUP IS TO BE TOLD THAT YOU ARE INTELLECTUALIZING, NOT EXPRESSING FEELING. CONVERSELY, THE NASTY PUT-DOWN IN THE GROVES OF ACADEME IS TO BE TOLD "THAT'S HOW YOU FEEL; NOW GIVE US THE FACTS."

TEACHERS AND MOST PROFESSIONALS ARE ILL PREPARED TO "EDUCATE" PRIMARY PROCESSES. IT IS USUALLY NOT AVAILABLE TO THEM CONCEPTUALLY NOR IS SEEN BY MOST AS CLEARLY RELEVANT TO EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES. I RECALL A SEMINAR ON EMOTIONAL PROCESSES IN LEARNING WHICH CONTAINED A DOZEN TEACHERS MOST IN THEIR TWENTIES AND THIRTIES, TWO ELDERLY PARTICIPANTS, MYSELF, AND A JUNIOR LEAGUISH MATRON. THE YOUNGER MEMBERS OF THE SEMINAR RESPONDED SOMEWHAT NEGATIVELY TO HER CONTRIBUTIONS SO MUCH SO THAT WHEN MY MATRON PRESENTED A RESEARCH PAPER, IT WAS PROMPTLY AND PASSIONATELY PICKED TO PIECES. THE STUNNED LADY RESPONDED WITH TEARING EYES AT WHICH POINT I STOPPED THE PROCEEDINGS TO ASK IF ANYONE COULD HELP ME UNDERSTAND WHAT WAS GOING ON. WHAT DID I MEAN? THEY ASKED. I SUGGESTED THAT WHAT I WAS HEARING WAS MORE THAN PROFESSIONAL CRITICISM. WHAT I WAS HEARING WAS MORE LIKE PERSONAL HOSTILITY AND VINDICTIVENESS. WHAT ABOUT IT? THEY ASKED. WAS I HEARING CORRECTLY? CORRECT NOR NOT, THEY WENT ON TO TELL ME, SUCH ITEMS WERE NOT LEGITIMATE TERRITORY FOR THIS CLASS. ON THE OTHER HAND, I FELT WE COULD ALL LEARN SOMETHING IF WE COULD UNDERSTAND THE EMOTIONAL DATA WE HAD GENERATED. THE GROUP DECIDED IT WAS NOT A FITTEN SUBJECT FOR A GRADUATE SEMINAR AND THE MATTER WAS "DROPPED"?
Here clearly is the nub of the problem and the reason for attempting to compare and integrate the structure of each of the thinking processes. We have given to each an exclusiveness and legitimacy which prohibits and blocks enhancing relationships between them. Man will remain the unfinished fragmented beast unless he can plan and develop institutions that create bridges between primary and secondary processes.
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